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LET'S TALK ABOUT
LEVELS!
Every year we get several questions about the class level their dancer has been placed
in. I thought I would try to answer a few of the most common questions I get.
Hopefully, this helps!
Q: How do you determine what level a dancer should be placed in?
A: There are a few ways in which dancer’s levels are determined. In a non COVID
season your dancer will receive a written evaluation done at the end of the season,
usually right before the spring recital. If it is not possible to do an official evaluation,
we will communicate with all the dancer's previous teachers and ask for their
recommendation. They will base the recommendations on the dancer’s mastery of
correct technique or skills in the style of class they are in.
Q: If my dancer has already completed a level why don’t they automatically move up
to the next level?
A: It is important to remember every dancer grow’s and improves at their own pace.
There are a lot of skills to be mastered and technique to be learned in every level. Our
teachers want all our dancers to learn correct proper dance technique. Sometimes it
takes several years in the same level to master the skills required to move to the next
level.
Q: Why is it harmful for my dancer to be in a more advanced level than he/she is ready
for?
A: In dance we build from extremely basic movement to very advanced movement.
When a dancer has not correctly mastered and committed that basic technique into
muscle memory it can lead to bad habits being developed when being pushed too
fast. A dancer that is in a class that is too advanced will force them to try to keep up
and are then are unable to maintain correct technique. It is a disservice to your dancer
to put them into a level they are not ready for. Just keeping up in class is not helping
them develop a good foundation in which to grow and succeed.We want all our
dancers to learn proper dance technique not matter what style they choose. All our
teachers are dedicated to helping your dancer become they best dancer they can be!!
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LOST AND FOUND
Our lost and found is located by the men's bathroom. If you are missing items, please let
your child know to go look for it there. We already have numerous items that have been
left behind these first weeks of class.

LOBBY CLOSED
Just a friendly reminder that the studio lobby is only open to students and staff. We are
working hard to keep our facility clean and safe. We need every inch of the lobby space to
safely social distance our dancers. Thank you for your understanding!

VIRTUAL ACCESS TO CLASSES
We want to acknowledge that we are aware of the issues Zoom has caused these first
weeks of class and wanted to let you know actions we are taking. We are installing another
router on September 15th (this was the earliest AT&T could come out) in order to double
our broadband capability. Our hope is that this will help with the issues we are having in
our back studios (Room 3, 4 and 5). In the interim we are asking that anyone other than
students taking classes via Zoom refrain from logging on until our new router is installed.
We are also exploring a different platform for our back studios rooms called BlueJeans.
Some of you have already been invited to test it out. We are working and will continue to
work on this until it is functioning at the optimal level for everyone. Thank you so much for
your grace, patience and understanding as we work through this. We are also accepting
any help from any parent that might be able to help us find the source of our issue and
assist in fixing it. Please email the studio at cedarparkdanceco@gmail.com

FRIENDLY REMINDER.....
If you haven't already done so, please make sure your contact email in your account is the
best email. We do all of our communication via email and we want to make sure you don't
miss out on anything!

NO CLASSES ON MONDAY SEPTEMBER 7TH
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MASTER CLASS SERIES
Our first master class offering this year is from David Bagley. Information is in the flyer below. You are
able to sign up for this class through your account. Here's some background on David:
David K Bagley is an active and international acclaimed dance artist, choreographer, educator, and
entrepreneur in commercial and concert dance realms. Throughout his career, he has performed with a
panoply of reputable people and artists working alongside celebrities Sandra Bullock, Jerry Lewis, Taylor
Kitsch, Richard Dreyfus, Mitzi Gaynor, Cathy Rigby, Peter Berg, Pentatonix, Twenty One Pilots, business
moguls David Dewhurst & George and Julia Argyros, and The Prince and Princess of Monaco. He has
choreographed for and danced in productions by the likes of NBC, ABC, Academy Sports Store, Disney,
Audi, Industry Dance Awards, Holland America Cruise Line, and Dance Under the Stars choreography
festival. Mr. Bagley has had the honor to tour the world performing with companies such as
Backhausdance, Boogiezone's Entity Contemporary Dance Company, TOKYO's thecompany, POV Dance
Company, Ballet Magique, Bad Boys of Ballet, Stiletto Entertainment, and Rasta Thomas’ Bad Boys of
Dance. He has taught and choreographed for over 50+ acclaimed dance institutions throughout North
America including EDGE Performing Arts Center (LA), Broadway Dance Center (NYC), Peridance (NYC),
Joffrey Ballet (NYC), Showbiz National Talent, and Boogiezone Utopia (LA) to name a few. Many of his
pupils
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entertainment industries of NYC and LA,
hold national/world dance and modeling titles,
have received part or full collegiate dance
scholarships, and have been featured talent
in popular shows like Cirque du Soleil,
Dance Moms, Ellen, America’s Got Talent,
Britain's Got Talent, So You Think You Can
Dance & SYTYCD Jrs, immaBEAST Network,
Nickelodeon, Disney, and numerous other
viral dance videos.He also is currently the
co-owner/co-director of PUSH Dance
Intensive putting on eclectic, inclusive, and
high-intensity dance training events. Mr.
Bagley takes pride in instilling his passions,
perspectives, determination, and share his joy
of life through dance to all communities he
encounters and has been invited to present
his work at various Art Festivals and Charity
events such as MOVEtheWORLD and Dance
for Life (AIDS). He holds a BFA in Dance
Performance from Chapman University and is
currently a Graduate Teaching Assistant at
the University of Arizona while he finishes his
MFA in Dance/Choreography.
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CHARACTER BUILDING INITIATIVE
Here at Cedar Park Dance Company we are more than just dance! We strive daily to provide excellent
dance education for every dancer that walks through our doors. We also want to be a part of what helps
build a great human. So beginning in September, our studio will be launching our character building
initiative. Every month we will focus on one word that our staff collectively came up with that is an
important trait to have. Our instructors will talk about what it means to have this characteristic and
recognize those in class that exhibit that characteristic. Each child that is recognized during the month will
receive a token from their instructor that shows that they exhibited that trait in abundance that day. We
are here to not only celebrate dance victoires but also non-dance victories!
Our word for September is:

Courage
OLUME 1
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Walking into the dance space without tears if it's their first season of dance
Trying a new move even if you think you can't do it
Taking a class out of your comfort zone
Volunteering to be someone who demonstrates a move in class
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